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ANTI-SWEAT SHIRT
Prevents unpleasant stains under the arms.  
To be feel comfortable and secure.

SWEAT 
PROOF



The Protect shirt by ISA bodywear prevents sweat stains under the armpits 
thanks to its innovative 3-layer technology. For people who suffer from ex-
cessive underarm sweating, the Protect shirt is the perfect solution: You’ll 
no longer be worried out visible sweat stains under the arms, and will be 
able to feel secure and enjoy freedom of movement.  

The base materials we use – Micromodal and cotton – form breath-
able, shape-resistant and very skin-friendly fabric, suitable for both sum-
mer and winter. Thanks to the deep neckline and the flat-seam finish, the 
shirt remains almost invisible under all tops.

The magic lies in the ingenious structure of the armpit zone with its 
innovative 3-layer technology that covers a wide area. Trevira fabric, 
which has antibacterial qualities while being moisture-permeable, lies di-
rectly on the skin, ensuring a dry feeling, while passing on moisture to the 
terry cloth. The absorbent core made of terry cloth soaks up and stores 
the moisture. A water-impermeable membrane on the outside prevents 
the moisture from leaking out, thereby preventing sweat patches.

The Protect shirt by ISA bodywear offers sufferers a new lease of 
life. They’ll be able to wear colourful shirts and blouses again – without 
embarrassing sweat stains under the armpits. 

Men’s shirt Women’s shirt
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  Efficient moisture management  Smooth surface, ideal for wearing under clothing

  Quick drying   Elastic and keeps its shape

  Breathable   Very skin-friendly and extremely low-irritation

 Extremely soft and supple   45 % micromodal, 45 % cotton, 10 % elastane

Inner fabric
The Trevira inner fabric is extremely 
moisture-permeable for a dry feeling. The 
moisture is directed to the terry cloth.

Terry cloth
Our absorbent terry cloth serves as  
the absorbent core. Any moisture is  
absorbed by the terry cloth.

Outer fabric membrane
There is a water-impermeable membrane on the 
outside. It prevents the leakage of moisture, 
thereby preventing the formation of sweat stains.
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Antibacterial 40 % Micromodal 72 % polyamide

100 % polyester 40 % cotton 13 % elastane

20 % polyester 15 % polyurethane

Micromodal base material
Finest fabric made of high-quality  
LENZINGTM modal, made of natural  
cellulose fibres.

Well-designed structure of the absorbent surface
Really high effectiveness is obtained thanks to the 
combination of three different functional layers
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Invisible thanks to the 
large neckline

Innovative 3-layer technology

Flatlock seams won’t cause body 
moisture in the armpit area 

Körperfeuchtigkeit    
im  Achselbereich

STAY DRY FEEL SAFE
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS

PROTECT SHIRT 
GENTLEMEN

Color:  White = 0100      Skin = 0005

Item no.: 323100

Sizes: S M L XL XXL

PROTECT SHIRT 
LADIES

Color:  White = 0100      Skin = 0005 

Item no.: 723100

Sizes: SXS M L XL

ISA Sallmann AG Switzerland, CH-8580 Amriswil | ISA Bodywear Handels GmbH, AT-6840 Götzis 
 www.isabodywear.ch | isa@isabodywear.ch
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45% Micromodal     
45% Cotton     
10% Elastane


